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This application is a continuation-in-part of our co 
pending US. application, Serial No. 4,791, ?led January 
26, 1960, now U.S. Patent No. 3,049,699. 
The present invention relates generally to detection and 

alarm systems. More particularly, the present invention 
relates to alarm systems which are actuated by sounds or 
vibrations of a speci?c, predetermined amplitude. Spe 
ci?cally, the present invention relates to an alarm system 
which is capable of distinguishing between sounds of trig 
gering‘ amplitude created by environment and those 
created by intrusion. , 
Sound actuated detection and alarm systems respond 

to sound disturbances, referred to as intrusion sounds, 
which occur in the area or space under surveillance. 
Such sounds may result from glass breakage, pounding, 
jimmying, burning, etc. While it is desirable for the 
alarm system to be thus actuated by sounds of an unusual 
nature——i.e., of a predetermined amplitude—which are 
generally associated with disturbances resulting from the 
presence of unauthorized persons, it is equally as desirable 
for‘ the detection alarm system to be nonresponsive to 
shiwnaeatelsasaas- ‘ WMWWW" 

15% known dgvices can be preset to remain unaffected 
by environmental sounds up. to and including a predeter 
mined amplitude, as, for example, the sound of motors, 
fans, or the like. However, these prior known sound 
actuated devices have not been able to discern between 
sporadic environmental sounds of triggering amplitude 
and intrusionsound's. ‘ 
For example, rooms, areas, buildings‘ or‘ warehouses 

required to‘ be furnished with alarm‘ devices are often 
located adjacent railroads, super highways‘ or airports. 
The passing of ‘a train, truck or airplane in proximity to 
the location under surveillance produces sound waves of 
su?iciently high amplitude and intensity to actuate the 
alarm system. To preset a sound actuated detection and‘ 
alarm system to remain inactive to all sounds of the ampli 
tude of these sporadic environmental sounds would render 
the system ineiiectual to far too great a range of intrusion 
sounds. ,, i 

It is therefore an object of the present invention to 
provide a sound-actuated detection and alarm system 
capable of distinguishing between sporadic environmental 
sounds of a far greater amplitude than required or" in 
trusion sounds to actuate the system. 

It is a further object of the present invention to provide 
a system as above which is not self retriggered after once 

_ having been actuated. , 

It is a still further object of the present invention to 
provide an alarm system as above which may be set to 
give the operator an‘ opportunity to leave the surveillance 
area without triggering the system. > 

These and other ‘objects which will become apparent 
‘ from‘ the following speci?cations ‘are accomplished by 
means hereinafter described and claimed. 
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One preferred embodiment of the present invention is 

shown by way of example in the accompanying drawings 
and described in detail without attempting to show all of 
the various modi?cations in which the invention might 
be embodied; the invention being measured by the append— 
ed claim and not by the details of the speci?cation. 
The drawing is a schematic wiring diagram of the oper 

ative circuits of a sound-actuated detection and alarm 
system according to the present invention. 

In general, a detection and alarm system according to 
the present invention comprises a microphone,‘or sound 
pickup means, which feeds into an ampli?er means. An 
energizing circuit is actuated by said ampli?er means to 
trigger a signaling device. 
An automatic sensitivity control circuit monitors the 

signal being fed to the energizing circuit and, if it is of 
sporadic environmental‘ origin, blocks the system from 
being actuated in response to that sound. 
An ampli?cation control circuit also compatibly oper 

ates with the automatic sensitivity control circuit to neg— 
atively bias the ampli?er in order to prevent echoes, or 
reverberations from the signaling device itself, from re-' 
triggering the system, and to block impulses from trigger 
ing the signaling mechanism when setting the system in 
order to give the operator an opportunity to leave the 
area being guarded. ' 
The alarm system, indicated generally by the numeral 

1%, may be self-contained in an enclosing case, indicated 
in schematic outline 11, which is portable for moving 
about from‘place to place and which need only becon 
nected to the usual alternating current service line, or, 
as will be seen, the system is readily adaptable as a ?xed 
installation. 
A microphone, or suitable transducer means 12, gen 

crates electrical signals in response to sound waves in 
the room or space under surveillance. The signals from 
the microphone pass through a ?lter 14 and are ampli?ed 
by an ampli?er 15. The ampli?ed signals are fed from 
the output of the ampli?er to a control apparatus 16, 
which, when the, sigpglggaxrg?pgg‘sbg?jgipnt ammpmlpgtgugg, acts 
to energize a loud speaker orkother signahng device 17. 
Signals from additional or substitute sensing devices may 
be fed to the ?lter 14 through jacks J1 or J2 and auxiliary 
audible or visual signaling devices, sirens, blinkers and 
the like may be connected to the terminal leads'Al and 
A2. 
The ?lter 14 functions to‘ 

I frequencies or to de-emphasize others, so that the alarm 

50 
device may be made more or less responsive‘ to certain 
types of intrusion sounds‘. The ?lter 14 may be omitted 
where such speci?c response is not required, as it con 
stitutes no part of the automatic sensitivity‘ controlcir 
cuit of the present invention. a 
The ampli?er 15 comprises a tube VT connected as a 

grounded. grid ampli?er'and‘ ‘having the output of the ‘ 
filter M connected to the cathode ll‘). Tubes V2, V3 and 
‘V4 are connected in grounded cathode ampli?er stages, 
arranged in cascade, with the input of the tube V2 taken 
from the plate of the tube V1 through ‘the capacitor 20. 
The circuits of the tubes V1, V2 and V3‘ are generally 
conventional, except that the grid returns of the tubes 
~V2 and V3, through the resistors 21 and '22, are made to 
an automatic sensitivity control circuit and also to an 
ampli?cation control circuit, the latter of which includes 

emphasize certain sound "a, 

age» 
5 



" provide other _ adjustment _ means. 

3 . 

resistor 23, capacitor 24 and capacitor 25, and which 
applies the negative bias on the ampli?er to render the 
ampli?er insensitive to signals from the microphone for 
a predetermined interval immediately after setting the 
device and immediately after the device has been actuated 
by an intrusion sound. j ' ' 

Direct current voltages are supplied to the ampli?er 
15 and to the control circuit 16 through a positive line 
26 and a negative common line 27. The lines 26 and 27 
are connected to a recti?er-?lter supply (not shown in 
the diagram) incorporated ‘in the enclosure 11. A resis 
tor-capacitor ?lter 28 provides additional ?ltering, de 
sirable for the ampli?er stages which include the tubes 
V1 and V2. ' a 

The control circuit16 comprises a‘ grid-controlled gas 
discharge tube T1, an alarm relay .R1, and a time delay 
relay R2, all connected in series between the lines 26 
and 27. The output of the ampli?er 15 is coupled to 
the control grid 29 of the gas tube'Tl through a capacitor 
30, and the control grid circuit is returned to the negative 
line 27 through a grid resistor 31. A cathode resistor 
32 establishes a positive bias on the cathode 33 of the 
gas tube T1 and hence establishes the amplitude of signal 
voltage which must be applied to the control grid 29 to 
?re the tube T1. The cathode 33 and plate 34 of the 
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negative bias upon the control grids of tubes V2 and V3 
during an interval'following the sounding of the loud 
speaker. Thus the cathode 33 of the gas tube T1 has 
a small ‘positive bias voltage, determined by the resistor 
32 and resistors 39 and 40, when the tube is not conduct 
ing. However, when tube T1 ?res, the voltage of the 
cathode 33 increases to a relatively high positive value 
and the capacitor 25 charges to that voltage (through 
the resistor 23). Then, when tube T1 again becomes 
non-conducting due to the opening of the contacts 37 and 
the cathode 33 returns to its original voltage, the voltage 
across the capacitor 25 is impressed,.as a high negative 
bias, upon the control grids of tubes V2 and V3. The 

’ high negative bias e?ectively blocks the ampli?er stages 
15 

20 

so that the tube T1 cannot again be?red by signals 
from the microphone 12 during the interval when the 
bias is applied. . > 

The negative bias is applied to the grids of tubes V2 
and V3 substantially throughout the time intervalrre 
quired to discharge the capacitor 25 through the resistors 

. 23 and 32 and into the capacitor 24. The value of resis~ 

25 
tube T1 constitute a series circuit with the resistor 32 . _ 
and relays R1 and R2. 

. The alarm relay R1 has normally-open contacts 37 
thereof connected in a series circuit which includes term 
inal leads L1 and L2’ and parallel branches comprising 
a loudspeaker 17 and series switch S1, the indicator lamp 
36, and terminal leads A1 and A2 (referred to, either 
generally or separately, as an alarm circuit), and another 

, parallel branch including the time delay relay R2 and a 
variable resistor 38 (referred to as a reset circuit). When 
the tube T1 ‘?res, the alarm relay R1 is energized and 

30 

tor 23 is chosen so that thetime required to discharge 
capacitor 25 and bring the'voltage across the resistor'23 
and capacitor 24 to the normal operating level inactivates 
the ampli?er for the desired interval following the cessa 
tion of the alarm. In the embodiment of the invention 
described herein the cathode bias voltages were 8 volts 
and 98 volts; resistor 32, 10,000 ohms; capacitor 25, 4 
mfd.; resistor 23, 1 megohrn; capacitor 24, l mfd.; and 
the discharge time was between 15 and‘ 30 seconds. Ac 
cordingly, the ampli?er 15 wasrinactive vand the'device 

" did not respond to sounds, which would otherwise ?re 

the contacts 37 are closed to activate the alarm circuit.' 7 
With the terminal leads connected'to an alternating cur 
rent line, activation of the alarm circuit will cause the' 
loudspeaker 17 to'be sounded. In‘ testing or setting the 

lamp 36 is observed to determine the operability of the 
device. - i a a p ' 

The time delay relay R2 functions to open the plate 
circuit of the gas tube T1 after the lapse of a predeter 
mined interval of time following the ?ring of the tube 
T1 and activation of‘the alarm circuit. Thus, whenthe ‘ 
contacts .437 are closed, relay R2 ‘is energized fromgthe 
power line (through the terminal leads L1 and L2) and, 

40 

' alarmv device, the switch S1 is‘opened and the indicator ' 

45 

tube T1, for an interval of from 15 to 30 seconds follow‘ 
ing'cessation of sounding of‘ the speaker. 

' . The advantages of the arrangement will be apparent. 
The device is made insensitive to echoes and vibrations‘ 
caused by the loudspeaker and self-retripping is pre 
vented with a simple and e?‘icient control circuit 16. 
The alarm device includes atest circuit for determining 

the performance or operability of the device, either dur 
inginstallation orat any ‘timerthereafter. To this end 
a test switch S2 has a normally closed contact 41 con‘ 
nected in the series cathode ‘circuit of the gastube T1. 
and does not a?'ect the operation ofrrthat circuit. A nor-‘ 
mally open contact 42' is connected to the cathode 33 

, through a series ‘resistor 43 such that, when the test 

50 
following thedelay interval, the closed contacts of relay " 
R2 are opened by thermalexpansion. Accordingly, the 
relay R1 is de-energized', and’ the alarm circuits deacti-. 
vated' by opening of contacts 37. Simultaneously there 
with, the relay R2becomes de-energized and,'since in-‘ 

, terruption of the series circuit causes the gas tube T1’ ~ 
’ to de-ionize, thercircuitrremains open until the gas tube’ - 
T1 is again ?red by an alarm signal of suf?cient ampli» 
tude. " 1 U - ‘ . . " 

The relay R2 is a thermal time delay relay of-known 

' the ampli?cation control circuit may be tested at will and,» 
55 

60 
design and the variable resistor 38 provides adjustment ' 

V of the delay interval'to' the desired'predetermined time. 
Delay intervals of 30‘seconds are .useful in many applica- " 
tionsof the' device and the‘jother known delay-i devices 
may be utilized to obtainj'greater delay intervals, or to 

‘The- terminal leads ‘L1 ‘and L2 are referred-‘to as an 
energizing circuit; e.g.,'f,or the loudspeaker 17,,the indi- ' ' 
'cator lamp 3,6_yor an auxiliarysuignaling device connected‘ 
tothe terminal leads Aland A2.‘ As so-used, thelterm. 

i may or may'q'not include the energizing source, to. which; » 
'the'leads L1 and1L2‘ are intended to be connected. 7 7 
{The ampli?cation control circuit, e.g. resistor 23,'capaci-' f ; 

_ ‘tor 24, and capacitor 25, functions to impress, aihighi 

70 

switch is depressed, the resistor 43 is connected to the 
positive line 26 ‘and the cathode 33 is energized to the 
same positive :voltage that it acquires when the tube T1 
?res'in the ordinary operation of the control circuit, e.g1, 
in the exemplary case, 98‘ volts. Upon release of the 
test switch, the, voltage across the capacitor 25 is applied ' 
to inactivate the ampli?er 15. With this arrangement,’ 

further, the'alarm device may be inactivated for a time 
1: su?'icient to permit theuser to leave the room without trip; 

ping the alarm, after the device has been set. 2 
I ' potentiometer 44_ in the grid circuit of tube V4 en- 7 
ables adjustment. of 'the'v ampli?er 15 tov accommodate 
a ient pigs in the‘ space under-‘surveillance and permits 
adjustment of the device to determine the vmagnitude of 
sound disturbance which will actuate the alarm. , 
The automatic sensitivity’ control ‘circuit, indicated gen 

erally by the'nurneral 60, functions to monitor the signal 
leaving the ampli?eri15;to determine i?th‘e nature of ‘it 

.. o_r1g1n is environmental or intrusion. 
We‘... - 

wat the plate'61' of tube _V4, by-passed through capacitor" 
'62 in’ serieswith thewinding v63; ofvpotentiometer 64 to ' 
the negative common line 27. The grid ‘or base connec 
vtioni65 of tubefor amplifying means, V5 is connected‘ 
' to‘the-variable or'center tap 766 of potentiometer 64. ‘The 
‘cathode or emitter side 68 of tube V5 is connected to the 
negative common line'27 through resistor 6_9.~ The plate, 
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collector, or output 70 of tube. V5 is connected to the 
positive line 26 through resistor 71. 'The plate or out 
put 70 of tube V5 is also coupled to the cathode or emitter 
side 72 of diode tube or rectifying means V6 through ca 
pacitor '73. The cathode 72 of diode tube V6 is also con 
nected to one side of a resistor 74, and the other side of 
resistor 74 is connected to the negative common line 27. 

The plate, collector, or output 75 of tube V6 is con 
.nected to one side of a resistor 76. The other side of 
resistor 76 is connected to the negative common line 27. 
The plate 75 of tube V6 is also connected to one side of 
capacitor 78. The other side of capacitor 78 is also con 
nected to the negative common line 27. The plate 75 of 
tube V6 is further connected to one side of resistor 79. The 
other side of resistor 79 is connected through capacitor 
30 to the negative common line 27 and is also connected 
to one side of another resistor 81. The second side of 
resistor 81 is conected to one side of a capacitor 82 and 
also to the grid feedbacks of tubes V2 and V3 in ampli?er 
15 through resistors 21 and 22, respectively. The second 
side of capacitor 82 is connected to the negative common 
line 27. 

While it is theoretically possible for the automatic 
sensitivity control (hereinafter referred to as ASC) cir 
cuit 60 to monitor the signal at the plate of any of the 
tubes in the cascade ampli?er circuit, it is more practical 
to monitor the signal as it leaves the last stage of the am 
pli?cation in order to have the greatest signal strength 
available for operation of the ASC circuit. 
The sensitivity of the ASC circuit 60 can be preset 

through the variable resistance of potentiometer 64, thus 
controlling the gain of the system through the grid volt 
age applied to tube V5. The tube V5 ampli?es the signal 
received which passes through the ‘rectifying tube V6, 
thus assuring that a negative voltage is always presented 
through the network of capacitors 7 8, 80 and 82, and re 
sistors 76, 79 and 81. This network of capacitors and re 
sistors provides a time delay barrier for the negative volt~ 
age leaving tube V6 before it is impressed as a negative 
bias on the grid returns of tubes V2 and V3 of the am 
pli?er means 15. 

in operation, the energizing circuit of the sound detec 
tion and alarm system requires the application of ap 
proximately six volts to the grid of the gas tube T1 to ?re 
tube T1 and actuate the signaling means. Thus, if an 
intrusion sound is suf?cient to create an impulse of six 
volts to the grid of tube T1 the alarm will be actuated. 

However, let us suppose that a sporadic intrusion sound 
is detected by the system, as, for example, the approach 
of a train. It is apparent when the train is initially heard, 
the amplitude of the sound at the sound pickup location 
of the alarm system, will not be su?icient to trigger the 
device, but will gradually or progressively increase in am 
plitude to a point which would be sui?cient to trigger the 
device. The electrical signal initiated by the sound of the 
train is monitored by the ASC circuit, and, because of the 
time delay feature of the ASC, will impress a negative bias 
on to the amplification circuit at a ?xed interval of time 
after having been monitored. 
A resistor 83 is connected between the capacitor 25 of 

the ampli?cation control circuit and the ASC circuit to 
provide a high impedance to the biasing current of the 
ASC. In the embodiment shown, the use of a resistor 83 
having a resistance of 560,000 ohms provides suf?cient 
impedance to the ASC circuit and yet‘ allows a ?fteen sec 
ond bias of the ampli?cation circuit ‘by the ampli?cation 
control circuit. 7 ' ‘ i > 7 

Thus, the electrical signal resulting from an intrusion 
sound, such as the breaking of glass, or the like, will, be 
cause of the time delay in the ‘ASC, ?re tube T1 before the 
ASC biases the ampli?cation circuit; whereas, ‘a sound 
which progressively reaches the same amplitude will have 
warned the system of its impending arrival, permitting the 
ASC to have biased the ampli?er circuit suf?ciently to 
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prevent the‘el'ectrical signal resulting from the sporadic 
environmental sounds from ?ring the gas tube T1 when 
the sound reaches triggering amplitude. 
The time delay of the system can be varied by the value 

of the capacitors and resistors used in the time delay net 
work, and it has been found that a delay of a few thou 
sandths of a second is sui?cient and is eifected by employ 
ing 220,000‘ ohm resistors 79 and 81, 560,000 ohm re 
sis‘tor 76, and 0.1 mfd. capacitors 78, $0 and 82. 
The values of the remaining resistors and capacitors 

used in the preferred embodiment of the ASC circuit are 
as follows: Cathode resistor 69, 560 ohms; cathode resis 
tor 74, 560,000 ohms; plate to positive line resistor 71, 
100,000 ohms; and capacitors 62 and 73, both 0.001 mfd. 
The use of a 500,000 ohm potentiometer at in series 

with a 0.001 mfd. capacitor 62 not only controls the gain 
of the ASC circuit 60 but also prevents draining the signal 
leaving the ampli?er completely away from the energizing 
circuit. 
When the biasing voltage of the ASC circuit is im 

pressed upon the grid returns of tubes V2 and V3, the 
voltage at the grid of gas tube T1 can be maintained at, 
say, a 5 volt level (i.e., one volt below ?ring) for any 
given environmental sound. It should be noted that even 
in the event that an intrusion sound occurs simultaneously 
with the environmental sound, the superimposed intrusion 
sound will increase the grid voltage of gas tube T1 to ?re 
before the ASC can compensate for the increased signal 
leaving the ampli?er. 

Superimposed environmental sounds, however, will not 
actuate the system because the bias impressed by the ASC 
circuit will be increased proportionately to prevent the 
grid voltage on gas tube T1 from reaching ?ring potential. 
Thus, even if the train should blow its whistle, which, 
incidentally, emits a sound of gradually increasing am 
plitude, as it passes the surveillance area, the detection and 
alarm system will not be actuated. 

it has also been found that if the detection and alarm 
system is in a building the ASC circuit will differentiate 
between sounds on the building walls and those exterior 
thereof. That is, if a bolt of lightning strikes ex'teriorly 
of the building, the sound dampening or attenuating bar 
rier of the building itself will be su?icient to permit 
the ASC to operate and prevent actuation of the alarm. 

It is, therefore, apparent that a sound actuated detection 
and alarm system constructed in accordance with the 
concept herein disclosed accomplishes the objects of the 
invention. 
What is claimed is: 
In a sound actuated detection and alarm device having 

sound pickup means, ?rst ampli?er means having the in 
put thereof connected to said sound pickup means, at least 
one signaling device and an energizing circuit actuated 
by said ?rst ampli?er means for triggering said signaling 
device, said energizing circuit having thermal delay de 
actuating means and ampli?cation control time delay 
feedback means, the improvement comprising; second 
ampli?er means having the grid control input thereof con 
nected to the output of said ?rst ampli?er means through 
a_potentiometer having a resistance of on the order of 
5'00,000 ohms to prevent excessive draining of the signal 
from said ?rst ampli?er means, recti?er means connect 
ed to the output of said second ampli?er means, a time 
delay network connecting said recti?er means to said ?rst 

' ampli?er means ahead of the output thereof to impress 
a negative blocking bias thereto delayed by a few milli 
seconds to prevent said ?rst ampli?er means from trig 
gering said energizing circuit in response to environmental 
sounds, and a high impedance blocking means connected 

. between said time-delay network and said ampli?cation 
control time-delay feedback means to prevent impressing 
signals from said time-delay network on said. energizing 
circuit. ’ 
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